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'iPhone XS Max' Name 
Revealed In New Leak
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Apple AAPL -0.81%’s three new iPhones are nearly here (one 
delayed release aside), and they contain some genuinely 
groundbreaking advancements. Furthermore, new leaks 
have now confirmed Apple’s biggest, most expensive 
model of them all…  

Credit goes to both BGR and 9to5Mac who have both 
broken the news that Apple will scrap its iPhone ‘Plus’ 
branding and complement the recently revealed 5.8-inch 
‘iPhone XS’ with a 6.5-inch beast called the ‘iPhone XS 
Max’. And its price will turn heads.

iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max renders based on official leaked imagesCONCEPTSIPHONE
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Interestingly, both sites reference a pair of sources 
“familiar with Apple’s marketing plans” (presumably 
there’s some overlap) and the duo - which have strong 
track records with their exclusives - are convinced the 
information is rock solid.

The move is surprising given Apple has been condensing 
its brands under a single name for different sizes (iPad 
Pro, MacBook Pro, Apple Watch). That said,‘Max’ certainly 
carries a more positive punch than ‘Plus’ and ‘Pro’ makes 
little sense for a product not specifically targeted at 
professionals.

Moreover, its price makes for (relatively) pleasant reading.

Following up BGR and 9to5Mac is German site Macerkopf 
- itself known for good exclusives - which has revealed the 
pricing for Apple’s entire line-up of new iPhones in its 
country:

1 iPhone 9 (name to be confirmed): 799 euros
2 iPhone XS: 909 euros
3 iPhone XS Max: 1149 euros

At first glance, these figures may surprise US readers but 
EU prices always include sales tax. It is also worth noting 
that these are the exact prices Apple currently asks in 
Germany for the iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone X.
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Models of Apple's iPhone XS, iPhone 9 (middle) and iPhone XS MaxMKBHD

Consequently, this strongly implies Apple will retain its 
current US iPhone pricing ($699, $799 and $999) for the 
three new bezel-less models with their larger storage 
capacities pushing up to $150 higher per tier. That said, 
starting at $799 the second generation iPhone X could 
suddenly become the sweet spot when previous reports 
have suggested the cheaper iPhone 9 would dominate 
buyers’ attention - despite some significant compromises.

Either way, with Apple set to announce all three models on 
Wednesday, we won’t have long to wait for the official 
word.
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